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Our brains are constantly integrating sensory and movement information as we 
navigate within our environment. Through millennium of evolution, human has learned to 
associate sensory information as cues to form motor plans. One example is that for almost 
all cultures, dance and music are tightly linked together an integrated form of performance 
and entertainment. However, it is yet unclear how our brain processes sensory information 
to coordinate a specific movement plan. In this Master Thesis, I investigated the brain 
region striatum that is known to play crucial roles in movement coordination and habit 
formation. 
To examine the effect of sensory inputs on locomotor behavior and striatal neural 
activities, we performed calcium imaging from the striatum of head fixed mice during 
voluntary locomotion. We injected AAV-syn-GCaMP7f virus into the striatum region to 
express the genetically encoded calcium sensor GCaMP7 in striatal neurons, and used a 
custom fluorescent microscope to measure intracellular calcium change from hundreds of 
labelled cells simultaneously. To examine how audio-visual stimulation impact movement 
behavior, we tracked mice’s speed using a spherical treadmill while applying sustained 
period of audio-visual stimulation at either 10 Hz or 145 Hz. To quantify the influence of 
audio-visual stimulation on different locomotion features, I developed several semi-
 
 vii 
automated algorithms in MATLAB to classify locomotion features, such as stationary 
periods, motion events, acceleration periods, deceleration period, and motion transitions. 
Furthermore, I optimized calcium imaging data processing pipelines and correlated striatal 
neural activity to various locomotion features.  
We found that audiovisual stimulation at both 10Hz and 145Hz increased 
locomotion, characterized as an increase in the percentage of time mice spent in motion 
events and a corresponding decrease in stationary period. However, only the 145Hz 
stimulation, but not 10Hz stimulation promoted motion onset/offset transitions, and 
increased acceleration/deceleration probability. These results demonstrate that audiovisual 
stimulation can modulate locomotor activities in rodent models, and different patterns of 
audiovisual stimulation can selectively modulate different movement parameters. We also 
found that audiovisual stimulation increased the firing frequency of most responsive 
neurons regardless of mice’s movement state, suggesting that sensory information can 
further increase the excitability of some motion related striatal neurons both when the mice 
are moving and staying still. These results provide direct evidence that noninvasive 
audiovisual stimulation can modulate striatal neural activity, suggesting a basis for 
developing future noninvasive sensory stimulation based exercise and dance therapies for 
motor disorders that involve the striatum, such as Parkinson's disease. Future analysis of 
how audiovisual stimulation selectively modulates individual striatal neuron and striatal 
network during different aspects of movement will provide a more in-depth understanding 
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Function of Striatum in Voluntary Movement 
Striatum is a crucial subcortical structure of the brain that has long been known for 
its role in motor control1. It receives cortical inputs and relay them to the rest of the basal 
ganglia circuit through the direct and 
indirect pathways. Pathological changes of 
the cortical-basal ganglion circuit have 
been considered as the primary cause of 
many neurodegenerative disorders that 
involve motor deficits, such as Parkinson’s 
disease and Huntington’s disease2. 
Striatum consists of 90% medium spiny 
neurons (MSNs) and 10% interneurons 
including striatal parvalbumin (PV) and 
cholinergic interneurons (CHIs). All 
striatal MSNs are inhibitory and they 
project to the globus pallidus and 
substantia nigra pars reticulate3. Striatal 
interneurons are thought to regulate 
striatal MSN activities. Many studies have 




closely correlated with movement activities, and a large fraction of these striatal neurons 
exhibit movement related responses as recently captured via in vivo calcium imaging 
(Fig. 1). Different types of striatal interneurons play distinct roles in regulating MSNs 
and movement4. While PV largely correlate with MSN activities and tracked overall 
movement behavior, CHIs promoted movement completion through synchronizing 
MSNs. In addition to movement related activities, striatal neurons have also been shown 
to respond to sensory stimuli such as light and touch5. To understand how striatum 
integrates sensory information with motor command, we collected striatal neural 
activities while animals were presented with various audio-visual stimulation during free 
locomotion. 
Mice Locomotion Analysis 
Locomotion analysis is a crucial part of mice’s behavioral study and in drug 
development during pre-clinical testing of specific compounds for neurological and 
psychiatric disorders6. Locomotion is a basic behavior that has been recorded and 
quantified through plenty of methods. Some studies have deployed head-mounted 
calcium imaging apparatus to record neural activity while mice freely navigate in a 
behavioral arena. Such method has been used in several studies to differentiate mice with 
different neurological disorders or under different dosage of drug injection7-8. It was also 
be used to study hippocampal place cells where hippocampal neurons were recorded with 
an miniature camera mounted on the head while mice navigate in an open space9. 




a mouse during movement, often with a weight of less than a few grams. This device 
weight limitation results in limited spatiotemporal resolution of the corresponding 
cellular imaging and the number of neurons that can be easily recorded from during 
behavior. In order to record a large number of neurons simultaneously during motion 
activities, researchers have developed a treadmill system that allows for large scale 
imaging of individual neurons with high spatiotemporal resolution in awake head-fixed 
mice, freely navigating on a circular or spherical treadmill10-12. Over the years, our lab 
alumni Romano et al had set up a microcontroller-based interface that comprises of a 
fluorescent microscope and a spherical treadmill. To examine how large scale striatal 
network integrated sensory information and motor command with single cell resolution, 
we performed calcium imaging and monitor the speed of mouse simultaneously in awake 
head fixed mice navigating a spherical treadmill, using a system that was developed by 
Gritton et al and Romano et al13. 
Striatal Calcium Imaging Analysis 
 Calcium ion is one of the most crucial signals in physiology as it plays important 
roles in muscle contraction, protein activation and transcription control14. In neurons, 
calcium triggers neurotransmitter release and modulate long term potentiation and long 
term depression. Intracellular calcium ion concentration can also serve as surrogate of the 
membrane potentials of a neuron, because it remains at 50–100 nM during the resting 
state and can raise to level 10 times higher when action potential passes through the 




widely used in neural research. It consists of GFP variant, the Calmodulin and M13 
peptide. Increase in calcium concentration alters the binding affinity of M13 and 
Calmodulin, resulting in a conformational change of GCaMP and increase GFP 
fluorescent efficiency16. We used GCaMP7f, a latest variant, to monitor the calcium 
concentration of individual striatal neurons. GCaMP7 was introduced into striatal 
neurons through AAV viral transduction. GCaMPs responses have a relatively slow 
raise/fall of fluorescence so we performed imaging with a sCMOS camera at 20fps. 
While calcium event has been shown to related to neuronal spiking activities, recent 
evidence suggest that GCaMPs’ fluorescence and spiking relationship is complex and 
nonlinear17. 
Significance of this Project 
Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative disorder that hindered the lives of more 
than 10 million people worldwide. One of its most troublesome symptoms is the gradual 
loss of sensorimotor integration18. By studying how striatal neurons interact with both 
sensory inputs and movement, we hope to provide additional insight on Parkinsonian 
disease treatment in the long term. In the short term, we have developed a set of 
algorithms to link single neuron activities to locomotor actions, and how audio-visual 







We deployed a hardware system to collect the imaging and motor behavioral data 
as in Gritton et al. and Romano et al.13. As shown in Fig. 2, it includes a custom 
microscope with 10x0.25 PH1 objective lens, a 5W LED as excitation light source and an 
ORCA-Flash4.0 CMOS camera for digital recording. 
This camera has a 1.343 x 1.343 mm2 field of view 
with a pixel resolution of 1.312 x 1.312 μm2 and it 
records video at 20 fps. It also includes an 8-inch 
diameter Styrofoam ball at the bottom with 2 
computer universal serial bus mouse sensors located 
at its equator at an angle of 75 degrees to one another. 
During each experiment, the ball was levitated with 
air stream and the sensors were able to record the 
displacement of ball’s surface relative to them in both 
x (latitudinal) and y (longitudinal) direction for every 50 ms (20Hz), which was used to 
calculate mouse’s speed on the ball as motion data. The two steel bars in between fixed 
the mouse’s head and allowed it to move freely above the ball during calcium imaging. 
Animal Surgery 




Animal Care and Use Committee. The study included both female and male C57BL/6 
mice (n=9) 8–12 weeks at the start of the experiments, obtained from Charles River 
Laboratories. Mice were first surgically implanted with a sterilized custom imaging 
window with an attached guide cannula that was assembled prior to surgery. The 
window/guide assembly was made of a stainless-steel imaging cannula fitted with a 
circular coverslip adhered to the imaging cannula with ultraviolet curable optical 
adhesive. A guide cannula was fixed to the cannula at 45-degree angle to the base of the 
imaging window. Following recovery from surgery (7–10 days after surgery), virus was 
infused through the attached cannula guide. One cohort of mice was infused with 1μl of 
AAV9-Syn-GCaMP7f.WPRE.SV40 virus (titer 6.6 x 1012 GC ml-1). The other cohort was 
infused with 1μl of 500nl AAV9-Syn-SomaGCaMP7f.WPRE.SV40 virus (titer 6.6 x 1012 
GC ml-1) (n=5). Three weeks after the virus infusion (28–31 days after surgery), each 
mouse was habituated with their head fixed to the experimental platform and ran on the 
treadmill for two weeks; 2–3 days per week with a 35-minute session per day. After 
habituation, the mice were ready for experiments in the subsequent weeks. 
Experimental Setup 
10 Hz and 145 Hz audio-visual stimulations were used as the sensory stimuli for 
mice. During stimulation periods, both speaker with sound pulse (across all frequency 
domains to drive broad auditory responses) and white LED light were turned on and off 
at 50% duty cycle for both 10hz and 145Hz stimulation protocols. During baseline 




total number of 21 sessions with 10Hz audio-visual stimulation and 15 sessions with 
145Hz audio-visual stimulation from 9 mice. For each 35-minute session, there was a 
total of 6 baseline periods and 5 stimulation periods. The session began with a 5-minute 
baseline period followed by a 1-minute stimulation period occurring repeatedly for 35 
minutes. One to two 
sessions were recorded 
from each mouse for 
each frequency. Among 
the overall 36 sessions, 
24 of those (12 10-Hz 
and 12 145-Hz) had 
both imaging and 
motion data and 12 of 
those (9 10-Hz and 3 
145-Hz) had only 
motion data. Imaging 
data analysis was 
performed on 24 
sessions and motion 
data analysis was 
performed on all 36 




The final platform outputted the data in three parts: microscopy imaging, ball’s 
movement recording and audio-visual stimulation control. HCImageLive software was 
used to record calcium imaging videos in dcimg format. The displacement data of the two 
ball sensors was collected using a custom MATLAB script and stored in TXT file. The 
OmniPlex (PLEXON) system recorded the relative timestamp of every frame of calcium 
imaging, displacement data and the exact occurrences of stimulation. During the 
experiment, the PLEXON system was first turned on, then the imaging system, and 
finally the movement sensors. After the experiment, these systems were turned off in 
reverse order. The timestamps from imaging, movement and stimulation were stored in 
a .plx file for each session. These data could align neuronal dynamics, locomotion 
behaviors and audio-visual stimulation to analyze their interconnection offline. The codes 
for data preprocessing can be found in the following GitHub link: 
https://github.com/czhou65/motion-calcium-trace-data-extraction-analysis 
Movement Data Preprocessing 
I began the analysis of motion data using trigonometry to compute mouse’s 
velocity at the top of the ball from the displacement recording of two sensors at the 
equator. As shown in Fig. 3, if the mouse runs in the same direction for a quarter of the 
circumference at a constant speed, both the right and left sensor will record the distance 
across the green and red arcs. These are similar but shorter than the blue arc, the one that 
mouse actually travels. The ratios between these three arcs are determined using the 




to compute mouse’s velocity 
(blue arrow) from the 
displacement per time interval 
recording in y (longitudinal) 
direction from the left and right 
sensors (red and green arrows). 
We used	( as the angle between 
the two sensors, ) as the 
instantaneous velocity of the 
mouse, and *#, *% as that of the 
left and right sensors relative to 
the surface of the ball. We then 







The result remained the same even when the condition changed because it only made one 
" negative and we used this identity to obtain the same formula:    
 
 
The velocity formula is as described by Romano et al13, and I developed the 
“Clear_Velocity.m” to extract and smoothen the mouse’s speed trace from the raw TXT 
files. The raw TXT file exported from the platform contained eight channels of data 
streams. Among them, only four were relevant in the speed trace computation and they 
were left_dy[um], left_dt[us], right_dy[um] and right_dt[us]. They recorded the 
displacement of ball’s surface in y direction for every time interval (50 ms). The 
timestamp of the recording was stored separately in the PLEXON system. The dy arrays 
was divided by their corresponding dt arrays to obtain the instantaneous velocity of the 
left and right sensor, which were the same as *#	and *%	in the above derivation. For 
simplification, the velocity formula was rearranged into two parts: 
*+# =
*# − *%cos	(()
sin	(() 						) = 3*+#




These formulas were implemented in the MATLAB function to calculate the raw 
speed trace. For the purpose of clearing up all the recording artifact, all data points that 
were larger than 100 cm/s were removed and replaced with linearly interpolated points 
based on surrounding data. Then, a moving average with kernel size of 20 was applied to 
produce the final clean speed trace as shown in Fig. 4.  
 
 The above speed trace demonstrates that during the recording session, the mouse 
tended to remain stationary, then suddenly began to run for a while then stopped again. 
Since striatal activities are closely correlated to movement, the purpose of this 
preprocessing was to find an automatic way to determine the onset/offset of several 
locomotion features to characterize mouse’s movement state during baseline and audio-
visual stimulation. Machine learning was excluded because it would be overkill.  
 As shown in Fig. 4, the speed trace has less variance during the low-value periods 
and tends to fluctuate a lot during high-value periods. we could take advantage of this 
trait and use variance to “guess” the low speed and high speed data points. In MATLAB 
function “var_low_high_speed.m”, a moving variance was implemented across the entire 




three constrains were selected: their corresponding variance had to be smaller than 0.1, 
their mean values had to be smaller than 2.5 cm/s and their duration had to be longer than 
40 frames (2s). These data points were selected as “guessed stationary periods” and low 
speed threshold was defined as their mean plus 2 standard deviations. High speed 
threshold was defined as the 50th percentile value of the rest of the points. If none of the 
data point satisfied the constrains, I marked low speed threshold as 10th percentile and 
high speed threshold as 60th percentile of the entire trace given that the 10th percentile 
stayed below 2.5 cm/s, else the low speed threshold was set at 2.5 cm/s. This method was 
applied across all recorded speed traces and it gave promising result with the low speed 
thresholds stayed below the stationary periods and high speed threshold cut through the 





thresholds generated by this method.  
Next, the low and high speed thresholds were used to detect the onset/offset of 
four kinds of locomotion features within every speed trace. They were stationary period, 
acceleration period, deceleration period and motion event. The first three periods were 
determined using sigmoid-based thresholding methods. Function “motion_event.m” was 
used to detect these periods. The motion event was detected with locally adjusted low 
speed threshold plus search box method, which had more complexed computation than 
the previous ones because it intended to capture the exact points of where the mouse 
decided to transition from stationary period to movement as motion onset. Function 
“New_motion_event.m” was used to detect this kind of period. Both functions output a n-
by-2 matrix for each type of periods that included the onset and offset indices of the n 
detected periods in chronological order. 
Stationary period detection 
 Stationary period was defined as duration when the speed trace remained 
constantly below the low speed threshold. For stationary period detection, the speed trace 
was passed through the following sigmoid function * = 1 − 7789:;<=>(?=@)A . In this 
function, x is the string of speed trace, c is equal to the low speed threshold, a is set to 0.8 
as the sigmoid slope and y is the sigmoid-processed speed trace. This function scales 
points that are smaller than the low speed threshold to 1 and those that are larger than the 
low speed threshold to zeros. Then I applied a moving average with kernel size of 40 to 




purpose of using the sigmoid function was to account for distance between each data 
point and the threshold so the moving average could filter out period’s outliers if most of 
its point satisfied the definition. The final trace was passed through a logical operation to 
set all points greater than 0.45 to 1 and others to 0. Then MATLAB’s “bwlabel” function 
was implemented to assign indices to all connected islands of 1s and we select only those 
that last for more than 80 frames as stationary periods. The results of this algorithm are 
shown as green segments of low value periods in Fig. 6:  
 
 
Acceleration/deceleration period detection 
 The same concept as above was adopted to detect acceleration and deceleration 
periods. Acceleration period was defined as period of speed trace with slope that stayed 
constantly above the acceleration threshold and deceleration period was defined in the 
same way but with slope that constantly stayed below the deceleration threshold. First a 
kernel was set to calculate the overall acceleration across 20 frames and we slid it 
through the speed trace to generate acceleration trace with the unit of cm per second per 
20 frames. Then the function * = 7789:;<=>(?=@)A was implemented for acceleration period 




acceleration trace, a is 0.45 and c is the acceleration threshold, and it is set to be one third 
of the difference between low and high speed threshold. Then we sent the processed trace 
through a 40-sized moving average and “bwlabel” was used to loop through all periods. 
More steps were taken to make sure that each acceleration period started at the lowest 
point and ended at the highest point and the opposite hold true for each deceleration 
period. The results are shown in Fig. 7:  
 
 
Motion event detection 
Motion event was defined as period of time when the mouse transitions from 
stationary to moving then back to stationary. They are visually presented as many 






This algorithm was designed to find the indices that mark the onset and offset of 
every detectable motion event. Base on Dana’s preliminary study and other practical needs, 
we set four/five constrains to every motion events:  
1. It had to start at low speed and end at low speed. 
2. It had to raise rapidly or else the striatal neurons wouldn’t be responsive. 
3. It had to last for at least 30 frames, which was about 1.5 seconds. 
4. It had to look realistic as if a real mouse could make such movement. 
5. An extra stationary constrain for points prior to the onset could also be added.  
The fifth extra constrain was important when we added calcium dynamics to the 
analysis because research showed that GCaMPs fluorescence raised and fell at a time 
interval of seconds. We had to make sure that the mouse remained stationary for at least 2 
seconds prior to motion onset.  
We also used “bwlabel” to detect islands of ones within a binary array and assign 
them with indices from beginning to end. This motion event detecting algorithm consisted 




1. Used adjustable low speed thresholds and logic operator to store the positions of 
“bumps” as candidates for motion events. All candidate would satisfy constrain 1. 
2. Used “bwlabel” and “find” MATLAB functions to loop through all candidates, then 
applied constrains 2,3 and 4 to filter out the disqualified ones, fine-tuned the position 
of every onset with the “search box” method and finally outputed the onset and offset 
of every motion events as a n-by-2 matrix. 
Part 1: 
In previous sections, we had discussed our “var_low_high_speed.m” function that 
could robustly determine the low speed and high speed thresholds for recorded speed 
traces with different velocity distribution. However, a fixed low speed threshold was not 
enough to pick up all possible motion events as some gaps between adjacent events might 
just ride above the low speed threshold. In this scenario, these two events would be 
treated as an integrated island of 1s and thus couldn’t be separated apart through logical 
operation and indices looping. We solved this problem by introducing locally adjusted 
low speed threshold to the algorithm. The beginning step was quite similar as we 
assigned all point larger than the low speed threshold to 1 and the others to 0. Then we 
looped through all the islands of 1s and raised the local low speed threshold by one tenth 
of the distance between low and high speed threshold for periods of islands that were 
longer than 200 frames or 10 seconds. We then found the islands of 1s again but with the 
already adjusted low speed thresholds and performed the above step once again. After 






We then looped through every candidate and applied layers of constraints with if 
statements. The core mechanism in this part of the algorithm was to apply a search box 
near the region of the first point of every motion event candidate, which was known as 
the “rough onset”. Every search box represented the fine tune range which was 20 frames 
before and 40 frames after each rough onset with speed between 0 and local low speed 
threshold pulsed one fifth of the distance between local low speed threshold and high 
speed threshold. Within each search box, we intended to find the formal motion onset that 
best characterized the transition from stationary to motion. We achieved it by setting an 
acceleration threshold and choosing a point on a speed trace that was both within the 
search box and marked the beginning of rapid increase with acceleration consistently 
exceeding the threshold. Fig. 9 provides the visualization of this search box method to 





Since the motion offset was way less crucial to the data analysis, we left it as the rough 
offset. Once we determined the onset and offset indices of stationary/moving periods, 
acceleration/deceleration periods and motion events. We would use them to describe 
mice’s behavior and show how they interacted with mice’s striatal activities and 
responded to audio-visual stimulation in the result section.   
 
Calcium Imaging Data Preprocessing 
 The raw calcium imaging data consisted of a dcimg file which could be converted 
into 27 .tif files each held about 4 GB of space. The purpose of this preprocessing was to 
isolate the calcium signal of every detectable neuron within the field of view of the 
recorded video and convert it to calcium trace. It consisted of six steps: motion 
correction, max_min image extraction, manual ROIs picking, calcium traces extraction, 
manual traces clean up and calcium event detection. 
Motion correction 
The purpose of this step was to make sure that the position of each pixel of the 
recording session corresponded to the same position in mouse’s brain. Motion correction 
was performed with a custom python script base on the one written by Shemesh et al19. 
Reference image was generated by projecting the mean values of every pixel in the first 
2047 frames of the recording session. The reference image and each frame of the video 
underwent a series of image processing steps to enhance the contrast and the character of 
the image. At First, the image underwent a high-pass Gaussian filter (python SciPy 




background. Then the edges of the high intensity areas were enhanced by sharpening the 
image with low-pass Gaussian filters at two levels (sigma = 2 and 1). The differences in 
the two images, which represent the edges of high intensity areas, were multiplied by 100 
and added back to the first low-pass filtered image, resulting in a sharpened image. 
Finally, to compensate for potential bleaching, the intensity of each image was 
normalized by shifting the mean intensity to zero and divided by the standard deviation of 
the intensity. Cross-correlations were calculated between the enhanced reference image 
and each frame to obtain the displacement between the location of max correlation 
coefficient and the center of the image. The shift that countered the displacement was 
then applied to the original, unenhanced image to complete the motion correction. 
Max_min image extraction/manual ROIs picking 
The purpose of this step was to project the maximal pixel-wised change of the 
motion corrected video onto one single .tif image and allowed us to visually locate the 
active neurons. We used the MATLAB code “t_image_projection_sudi.m” to perform this 
step. We usually selected the top 8 motion corrected .tif files as input to this code, and it 
walked through every frame in order and kept track of the maximal and minimal values 
of every pixel. Once it was done, the entire video was collapsed into a single frame with 
each pixel representing the difference between the largest and smallest numbers that it 
had ever assigned. Since active neurons tended to blink a lot under the fluorescent 
microscope, their respective pixels experienced larger fluctuation of fluorescent intensity 
relative to the background, which were visually presented as bright spots with cellular 




Then we used code 
“SemiSeg_improve.m” to manually 
select the location of each 
identifiable neuron by clicking at its 
center point and drawing a region of 
interest (ROI) with radius of 6 
pixels (7.872 μm). Then the 
position of pixels within each circle 
was stored as an array of indices in 
each field of a structure array 
named “ROI_list”, which was saved 
together with the line plot handles of the circular masks in .mat format. 
 
Calcium traces extraction/manual traces clean up 
We used MATLAB code “t_extract_trace_hdf6.m” as previously reported in 




recording (27 .tif files) using the “ROI_list” from the previous step. In order to prevent 
out-of-focused GCaMP from interfering with the fluorescent traces of selected ROIs, we 
adopted a modified “donut subtraction” method as shown in Fig. 11 that allowed us to 
obtain clean calcium traces from selected ROIs. It got its name because it assigned 
background mask to each selected ROI that shaped like a chew up donut. It was actually 
a circle with a radius of 50 pixels minus its ROI region (6 pixels in radius) and all the 
other nearby ones. During trace extraction, the average fluorescent intensities within both 
ROI and background masks were calculated for every frame and stored as trace and 
BGtrace for that neuron. Such process was repeated over selected neurons stored in 
“ROI_list” to generate the final “r_out” structural array which contained the ROIs indices 
and background masks indices, files location, traces and BGtraces of all selected neurons. 
We computed the calcium trace by subtracting BGtrace from trace and applying 
MATLAB’s linear detrend function for every 1000-frame-step. Since “donut subtraction” 
method was not perfect, we had to go through every calcium trace manually and exclude 
those with too many negative peaks. Finally, we performed normalization by scaling the 
mean of every calcium trace to 0 and its max value to 100 so calcium traces with different 
dynamic range could be align together for visualization in form of a heat map without 
some overshadowing others. Such method was commonly used to display the causal 






Calcium event detection 
Calcium event was characterized by the sudden rise and fall of calcium trace. 
Therefore, we could detect it by using Fourier analysis, where event onset should coincide 
with the increase of low frequency power. First, the spectrogram from each trace was 
calculated (MATLAB chronux, mtspecgramc with tapers = [2 3] and window = [1 0.05]), 
and the power below 2 Hz was averaged. To detect any significant increases in power, the 
change in the power at each time point (powerdiff) was calculated, and then the outliers (3 
median absolute deviations away from the median power) in powerdiff (MATLAB function 
isoutlier) were identified. 
  For outliers that occurred at consecutive time points, the first outlier with positive 
powerdiff represented the first point of a calcium event onset. Any identified calcium 
event with amplitude (the signal difference between the peak and the event onset) less 
than 7 standard deviations of the trace in the 20 second time window prior to calcium 
event onset was excluded. Fig.12 shows the result of calcium event detection from 
calcium traces of 3 ROIs from session 602101_03092020_10Hz. We then binarized 
either just the onset or the raising phase of every calcium event from all calcium traces 
into 1s and 0s, which could provide a clearer representation of neural dynamics in term of 
probability when different pieces of its segments were averaged together. Such method 










 We generated a visual representation of calcium traces, speed trace and audio-
visual stimulation onset/offset with each part aligned to each other. In order to observe 
their relationship, we zoomed in to each stimulation onset/offset or locomotion feature 
(stationary /moving /acceleration /deceleration period, motion event), and looked for 
motif among them. To correlate mouse’s neural activities, behaviors and the sensory 
stimuli, for each session we extracted the imaging /motion /stimulation timestamps from 
its .plx file, then loaded its calcium traces and speed trace in the program. We used 
MATLAB’s “imagesc” and “subplot” functions to generate a heat map and a line plot. As 
Fig. 10 shows, the heat map contains all the clean-up calcium traces with normalization 
and the line plot contains the speed trace. The green segments of the line plot label all the 
motion events detected in the preprocessing and pairs of vertical red lines represent the 
onsets and offsets of audio-visual stimulation trials. These two types of lines extend up to 
the heat map as well to give a direct link in time during recording. Finally, the “linkaxes” 
function allowed us to zoom in to the fine details of either motion onsets or calcium 
events within aligned heat map and line plot to further examine the motifs. From the two 
zoom in views of Fig. 13, we found that increase striatal neuronal activities during 
motion consistent with Gritton et al4. Additionally, we found that some neurons could 








Audio-visual Stimulation at Both 10Hz and 145Hz Increased Locomotion  
To visualize population responses across all sessions, we plotted heat maps to 
represent all speed traces at once. We first took the average of 5 periods from each speed 
trace. Each period included 1 minute prior to stimulation onset, 1 minute of stimulation 
period and 3 minutes after stimulation offset. We applied that to all speed traces, 
normalized them by dividing each average trace with its maximal value, separated into 2 
groups of 10/145 Hz frequency and displayed them as heat map and average line plot 
across all sessions. We also binarized them with the five locomotion features, where all 
values within the feature became 1s and others became 0s. We applied the same steps as 
above (without normalization) to generate a new type of heat map with each point 
representing the probability of mouse staying within selected feature at a given temporal 
position (frames before/after stimulation onsets). Fig. 14–18 show the result from one 
normalized and five binary speed traces of all sessions.  
Fig. 14-16 show the most interesting motifs. Mice seemed to decrease their speed 
right after the stimulation onset and this could be reconfirmed by the high peak near the 
first vertical red line in Fig. 18. The mice didn’t run faster during stimulation trials, but 
they were more likely to stay in motion event and less likely to stay in stationary period 
during the stimulation trials base on Fig. 15 and 16. This could be explained by assuming 
that the mice spent more time in motion during stimulation trials (which made the 
probability within motion event higher) but didn’t do so in higher speed relative to 
periods without stimulation. In order to confirm such observation, we chose Wilcoxon 



























































percentage of time spend in features during stimulation and baseline periods for all 
sessions using pairs of box plots.  
 
In Fig. 19A, we first concatenated 5 periods of 15–25 frames (0.5 to 1.5 seconds) 
after stimulation onsets and compared the average speed within them to periods 25-15 
frames (-1.5 to -0.5 seconds) before onsets. Such paired comparisons were made in all 36 
sessions and we confirmed that there was indeed a statistically significant decrease in 
speed right after each stimulation onset of 10 Hz session. It might be due to the 
interruption of 10 Hz stimulation to mice’s behavior. For Fig.19B-E, the stimulation 
period was defined by concatenating all 5 stimulation trials together and the baseline 
period was defined by all the rest of the speed trace beside the five 1-minute periods right 
after the five stimulation offsets because Fig 14-15 shows the lasting effect of stimulation 




considered average speed of data within both motion event and stimulation/baseline 
periods to confirm our assumption about the difference between Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Also 
the paired values in Fig. 20B/C is computed by first normalized the speed trace by 
dividing the maximal speed and then averaged across all defined periods. Based on these 
4 tests from B to E, we could state that audio-visual stimulation of both frequencies 
didn’t make mice ran faster, but it made them more likely to stay in motion event and less 






Only 145Hz Stimulation, but not 10Hz Stimulation, Promoted Motion Transitions 
We also performed similar test on the rest of locomotion features and the frequency 
of motion event onset/offset as shown in Fig. 20. Surprisingly, 145 Hz stimulation did 
cause mice to spend more time in acceleration and deceleration periods and also made 
them more likely to begin and end motion. This might be caused by the fact that 145 Hz 
produce stronger sensory responses. 
Striatal Neurons Increased their Population Firing Rate During Motion Events  
 Striatal neurons’ activities have long been known to correlate with movement due 
to their role in initiating voluntary motion. We performed Gritton et al.’s analysis in Fig. 
1B for three sessions in Fig. 21 and we could clearly see that the normalized/average 
fluorescent trace across all ROIs was much more dynamic during motion event (green 
region) than it was during stationary period (gray region).   
To align calcium traces, locomotion and audiovisual stimulation, we first 
interpolated all calcium traces to the exact 20Hz imaging timestamp (the real timestamp 
is a little less than 20Hz) and then interpolated the speed trace along with all the 
onsets/offsets of locomotion features to the same timestamp as well for all sessions. 
Notice that we had two sets of opposing pairs of periods: stimulation vs baseline period 
(same as that in Fig. 19B-E) and motion event vs stationary period (stationary constrains 
were applied to this definition of motion event). The first pair was set by sensory input 
and the second pair was set by motion. These two factors intersected throughout the 
recording session and we had to isolate their overlapping influence to striatal activities. 




aligned to motion onsets with/without audio-visual stimulation. The bottom plots show 
that these neurons increased their calcium level during motion event in baseline period 
and the top plots don’t show the same result in stimulation period. This might be due to 
the uneven representation of stimulation and baseline period (5 vs. 25 minutes). However, 
it was reasonable for us to assume that audio-visual stimulation could interfere with 
striatal neurons’ role in modulating motion so we chose to observe calcium traces’ 






We performed similar analysis as above, but with all the detected neurons and 
presented the result in term of heat map. Binarized calcium traces and their average were 
introduced to present the probabilities of neurons at active states (high calcium level) 
seconds before/after motion onsets. We also plotted both isolated segmented and average 
speed trace centered around motion onsets to reconfirm the motion detection code. The 
results are shown in Fig. 23 where we visually presented striatal neurons’ responses to 








Notice that the probability of neurons at active state began to increase even prior 
to motion onsets, which made sense considering that it was the striatum that initiate the 
voluntary motion, not the other way around. The neuronal activities remained higher even 
after motion onsets, suggesting their roles in motor control. For statistical comparison, we 
performed Wilcoxon sign rank test with violin plots21 to show the difference in calcium 
event frequency of neurons during motion events versus stationary periods for these three 
sessions as shown in Fig. 24.   
 
We also performed such analysis to all imaging sessions with the result shown in 
table 2. As expected, all sessions had striatal neurons that were much more active when 
mice were moving than remaining still. Notice that the last session didn’t produce valid 
result because it didn’t have stationary period for comparison. Since we had already 























145Hz Audiovisual Stimulation Further Increased the Firing Rate of the Most 
Responsive Neurons Regardless of Mice’s Movement State 
Our next step was to visualize the effect of audiovisual stimulation on striatum regardless 
of behavior. We did so because there were only five 1-minute stimulation trials per 
session and it was impossible for mice to remain either moving or stationary for the 




with binarized calcium traces and binarized/ average speed trace (with 1s representing 
motion events) of the same three sessions as Fig. 24 
 As Fig. 25 shows, most neurons were not responsive toward audio-visual 
stimulation, but the top 20 responsive ones had high probability to fire during the 
stimulation periods. We selected these 20 neurons by first sorting all the ROIs in order of 
their average firing probabilities within the stimulation trials in the heat maps and chose 
20 ROIs from the bottom up. We then isolated the influence of mice’s movement state as 
we applied Wilcoxon sign rank tests on the firing rate of these 20 neurons during 
stimulation versus during baseline period both when the mice were moving and when 
they were still in Fig. 26. Box plots were use due to having fewer pairs of data points. 
 Fig. 26 shows the complexity of considering both sensory stimuli and locomotion 
features while performing analysis of firing rate across neurons. The plot at the top row 
and third column to the right shows strange outliers. it was due to the lack of data points 
that stayed within both stationary and stimulation periods (only 56 frames). We couldn’t 
make any conclusion from just three sessions, so we applied this analysis to all data and 
only considered sessions with minimum intersectional duration longer than 15 seconds 
(300 frames). The average firing rate was calculated across top 20 neurons and each pair 
of data points represented one selected session. Then they were spited into 145 Hz and 10 
Hz groups and Wilcoxon sign rank tests were used as shown in Fig. 27. Both frequency 
managed to stimulate higher firing rate of top responsive neurons when mice were 
moving, but only 145Hz audio-visual stimulation did the same during stationary period 














were way fewer to enable further analysis of neural activities during these intersecting 







CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
In this study, we examined how audiovisual stimulation modulates animals' 
locomotor behavior and striatal neuron activity. We found that audiovisual stimulation at 
both 10Hz and 145Hz increased the percentage of time mice spent in locomotion, 
whereas only the 145Hz stimulation increase the probability of voluntary transition 
between low and high speed periods. These results demonstrate that audiovisual 
stimulation can modulate locomotor activities in rodent models and different patterns of 
audiovisual stimulation can selectively modulate locomotion features. We also found that 
both frequency of audiovisual stimulation further increased the firing rate of most 
responsive striatal neurons during high speed movement, but only 145Hz stimulation did 
so when the mice were still, suggesting that certain sensory information can further 
increase the excitability of neurons regardless of movement state. These results provide 
direct evidence that noninvasive audiovisual stimulation can modulate striatal neural 
activity, suggesting a basis for developing future noninvasive sensory stimulation based 
exercise and dance therapies for neurological and psychiatric disorders that involve the 
basal ganglion network such as Parkinson's disease. 
This thesis focused on the development of semi-automatic data analysis 
algorithms as demonstrated by the flow chart in Fig. 28. Most algorithms within it were 
automatic and only required the user to tune parameters for one of the recorded sessions. 
This pipeline is flexible for all type of behavior experiments, and it can be easily applied 
to other datasets. Only a few lines of change are required to generate similar type of 
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